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Introduction
In this paper, we introduce a new model for random stationary tessellations (where by 'stationary' we mean that their distributions are translation invariant) in the d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd, d> 1. A mathematical motivation for these tessellations comes from the consideration of iteration (or nesting) of tessellations. The operation of iteration generates a new tessellation I(Yo, y) from a 'frame' tessellation Yo and a sequence / = {Y1, Y2, ... } of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) tessellations by subdividing the ith cell, pi, of Yo by intersecting it with the cells of Yi, i = 1, 2,.... This operation of iteration can be applied repeatedly, and combined with an appropriate rescaling. The problem arises as to whether there exists a limit tessellation when the number of repetitions goes to infinity. A further question is how such limit tessellations can be described if they exist. This problem was posed to one of the authors by R. V. Ambartzumian in the 1980s. A related question was stated in [3] .
A key notion in the investigation of limits is that of stability with respect to an operation. In a previous paper [10] , the authors showed that a stationary tessellation can appear as a limit (in the sense of weak convergence) of repeated rescaled iteration if and only if it is stable with respect to iteration (STIT). We also listed some properties of STIT For a hyperplane g e J, denote by g+l and g-1 the two closed half-spaces that are generated by g. Let A be a locally finite and translation-invariant measure on [M, 3) ]. In order to guarantee that tessellations with bounded cells are generated by the construction which is described later, it is assumed that A is not concentrated in too few directions, i.e. we will assume that the following condition holds in all sections of the paper. 
We introduce the construction of the tessellations in such a bounded window; in Section 5, it will be shown that their distribution does not depend on the choice of W. 860 * SGSA
Intuitive ideas and description using an algorithm
The intuitive idea of the construction is as follows. The window W has an exponentially distributed 'lifetime'. At the end of this time interval a random hyperplane yl is introduced into W, and divides W into two new 'cells'. These two cells have independent and exponentially distributed lifetimes until they are divided by further random hyperplanes. After any division, the exponentially distributed lifetimes of the new cells begin, and they are independent of all the other lifetimes. Special attention must be paid to the adjustment of the parameters of these exponential distributions. Roughly speaking, these parameters are related to the size of the respective cells such that smaller cells have stochastically longer lives than do larger ones. This procedure of repeated cell division is stopped at a fixed time a > 0 and the state at this time is interpreted as a realization of the tessellation R(a, W) as a set of random polytopes.
For a better understanding and picture of the construction of this tessellation, we start with a description of R(a, W) as the output of an algorithm. In this algorithm, we use an auxiliary set, T, of pairs (r, W'), where t is the time that has already expired and W' C W is a set that has still to be treated, i.e. which is probably subdivided further. An i.i. The definition given in (3) yields card(R(a, W)) < card(f(a) ) and, thus, P(card (R(a, W) ) < oo) > P(card (3(a) The crux of this section is (7), which provides a key property of the tessellations described in Section 2: iteration of these tessellations commutes with the addition of time intervals for the construction. This feature will allow us to give an elegant proof that the crack tessellations are indeed STIT.
The proof of Lemma 2 is essentially based on the 'lack of memory' of the exponential distributions, which implies that (R(t, W))t>o and (Y(t, W))t>o are Markov processes.
Here we denote the elements of R(a, W) by Wu, u e N. 
Lemma 2. Let R(a, W), R1 (b, W), R2(b, W), ... be independent random sets of polytopes (intersected with W) defined according to (3)
,
WuR(a, W)
In a preliminary manuscript for the present paper, the authors constructed a very detailed proof of Lemma 2 by considering the joint distributions of paths of the trees described above. There are no difficulties in it and it follows straightforwardly along the lines of the proof given here. It is obvious that, for all a > 0, the tessellation Y(a) is STIT. Also, in the case that a translation-invariant measure A does not satisfy Condition 1, a STIT property can be stated for the random closed set Y(1) (which is generated according to (4) or Algorithm (a, W, A)) if iteration for hyperplane processes is defined in analogy to that for tessellations.
Properties of the capacity functional of Y(a, W)

Domains of attraction
Up to now, we have described the crack STIT tessellations as a class of stationary STIT tessellation. Using Theorem 2 of [10], we conclude that these tessellations can occur as weak limits of repeated rescaled iterations of i.i.d. tessellations. We will now describe the domains of attraction, i.e. those classes of stationary tessellation for which the limit of repeated iteration is such a crack STIT tessellation. 
